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GS/JF/GMB

14 May 2021

Rt Hon Nicola Sturgeon MSP
First Minister of Scotland
The Scottish Government
St Andrew’s House
Regent Road
EDINBURGH EH1 3DG
Dear First Minister
The Future of McVitie’s Tollcross Site
I write to you with urgency concerning the future of the McVitie’s manufacturing site
at Tollcross, Glasgow, and with it the livelihoods of nearly 470 workers, many of
whom live in the local community. McVitie’s root’s are in Scotland, it is part of the
East End’s industrial fabric and its parent company, Pladis, is profiting hugely off the
products which are promoted under that banner and reputation. A brand that grew
out of an Edinburgh shop nearly two-hundred years ago is now a market leader. The
facts show:
•
•
•

Pladis is the UK’s number one biscuit manufacturer, with a quarter share of
the market.
Last August, operating profits of £186 million (up £102 million), supported by
revenues of £2.1 billion.
This March, Pladis reported the strongest industry growth in the last five years
(over 7 per cent).

This is a company that has thrived during the COVID-19 pandemic and, at the
insistence of senior management, the Tollcross workforce has contributed
significantly towards that success by maintaining full production over the last fifteen
months. It’s also a company that has benefited from the assistance of the Scottish
taxpayer, receiving a reported £1 million to support a new business plan and the
modernisation of the Tollcross site, which included proposals for training and
development, and attracting new products to secure new jobs.
GMB Scotland workplace representatives have demanded transparency from Pladis
Managing Director for UK and Ireland, David Murray, on any number of issues
relating to this support package: not least why the ‘Nibbles’ product line brought to
Tollcross was offshored to Eastern Europe, why other product lines have been
reallocated to sister sites across the UK (despite Tollcross leading many of the
company’s Key Performance Indictors), and why there has been no meaningful
investment in the modernisation of the site since access to this public funding?
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We are fully aware the site requires modernisation and we have been campaigning
extensively for it, but it would be a scandal if Pladis were to now cut and run from
Scotland, particularly after everything this workforce has done over the last five years
and throughout the COVID-19 pandemic. It is especially galling that all the indicators
point towards the closure of Tollcross as the driver for investment in other Pladis’ UK
sites, but we can’t understand and challenge this if the company isn’t transparent
with us. If Pladis thinks there are utilisation or volume challenges at Tollcross, then
let’s sit down and explore all possible avenues to transition the operation and secure
a future for it. Don’t put up a wall and impose a closure.
That threat of closure is also at the core of two issues which featured front and centre
in the recent election campaign: an industrial plan for Scotland and the fair work
agenda. The absence of an industrial strategy for Scotland since devolution is a
running sore. The Scottish Parliament was meant to be a bulwark against the kind of
industrial vandalism Thatcherism wrecked on our manufacturing communities in the
80’s and 90’s, but also a vanguard for a different approach to Britain’s long-standing
manufacturing decline. That hasn’t happened and McVitie’s is, regrettably, typical of
much of what’s left in our manufacturing sector: dedicated and innovative workers
and skills, let down by ageing infrastructures and real-terms divestment. Scotland
desperately needs an industrial plan in place for investment, jobs, and skills. If we do
that then the need for taskforces and PACE interventions will become the exception,
not the norm we’ve become accustomed to over the lifetime of the Scottish
Parliament.
As you also know, GMB Scotland has often been a vocal critic of the fair work
agenda, specifically because there are so many examples of employers, both public
and private sector, that simply do not adhere to its principles. McVitie’s is another
case in point. The employer notified the media of the proposed closure before its
employees. There is little evidence of effective voice, opportunity, security, fulfilment,
or respect at Tollcross. It begs the question: If we have a vision of a fair work
agenda, why do we fund companies that don’t subscribe to it?
Over the last seventy-two hours the media spotlight has focused on the Tollcross site
and the workforce. The dark cloud that now hangs over the future of our members’
jobs is grossly undeserved after everything they have done for this company. It
shouldn’t be this way. The Tollcross workforce cannot be forgotten and left behind.
Their’s is a future that’s worth fighting for and GMB Scotland will be doing everything
to secure it.
Yours sincerely

GARY SMITH
GMB SCOTLAND SECRETARY

Rùnaire a’ Chaibineit airson Ionmhas agus na hEaconamaidh
Cabinet Secretary for Finance and Economy
Kate Forbes MSP
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E: scottish.ministers@gov.scot

Gary Smith
GMB Scotland Secretary
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1 June 2021

Thank you for your letter of 14 May to the First Minister regarding the future of the McVities
site at Tollcross. I am responding as Cabinet Secretary for Finance and Economy and co-chair
of the recently convened Pladis Action Group which will seek to secure the long-term future of
the Pladis Tollcross site and its associated jobs
I was very concerned to learn that Pladis UK is entering into consultation with its workforce
over the potential closure of its Tollcross site. Like you, my thoughts are with those employees
who will be concerned for their jobs, particularly during such a difficult and unprecedented time
for the country. I understand that the factory has continued production throughout the Covid19 pandemic and that the workforce have contributed greatly to this effort.
Our priority is to work in partnership with the company, trade unions and the local authority
during this challenging time and, as you will be aware, an Action Group has been formed which
will leave no stone unturned in pursuing every opportunity to secure the future of the site.
Scottish Enterprise has been working with Pladis UK and will continue to engage with the
company throughout its consultation period to explore all possible options to support the
business and its workforce.
Since 2009 Scottish Enterprise have provided £891,085 to the company largely to support
staff training and development however, no specific financial support has been provided in
relation to a new business plan. In addition to financial support, Scottish Enterprise has also
had discussions with Pladis management in relation to research and development, site
development and relocation, production efficiency and environmental issues.
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I am not aware of the movement of specific product lines within the company’s wider UK
manufacturing operations however I have written to Pladis to ask for further details on this
along with a number of other pieces of information that will allow the Action Group to consider
all options going forward to safeguard the site and associated jobs.
Regarding your point about the requirement for an Industrial Strategy for Scotland, we already
have a clear approach to industrial policy in Scotland including the overarching framework
provided by our Economic Strategy and associated plans. Our framework gives us the
flexibility to deal with specific issues as they arise, such as our interventions in key strategic
sectors.
We are also currently working on our manifesto commitment for a new 10 year National
Strategy for Economic Transformation, to be delivered in the first six months of this
parliament. The strategy will set out the steps we will take to deliver a green economic
recovery and support new, good, green jobs, businesses and industries for the future.
With an embedded missions-led approach, the Strategy will have the potential for projects to
be aligned to Scottish National Investment Bank missions on net zero (including Just
Transition), people and place. We will work with industry, trade unions and economists to
create a new Council for Economic Transformation to shape this strategy and guide its
implementation.
We want to encourage pioneers and entrepreneurs to help reshape the Scottish economy,
which is why as part of the Economic Transformation we will deliver a National Challenge
competition, providing funding of up to £50 million to the project or projects with the greatest
potential to transform Scotland.
We will be engaging with a variety of stakeholders on this work, including GMB Union.
The role of meaningful dialogue with workers, through effective voice channels, such as their
representative trade unions, is central to the Scottish Government’s Fair Work agenda.
Through Fair Work First, the Scottish Government is driving good quality and fair work across
the labour market in Scotland by applying Fair Work criteria to grants, other funding and
contracts being awarded by and across the public sector, where relevant and appropriate to
do so. Through this approach we are asking employers to adopt fair working practices,
specifically; appropriate channels for effective voice, such as trade union recognition;
investment in workforce development; no inappropriate use of zero hours contracts; action to
tackle the gender pay gap and create a more diverse and inclusive workplace; and payment
of the real Living Wage.
Please be assured that the Scottish Government is committed to continuing to put Fair Work
at the heart of our economic recovery and renewal, and our joint statement with the STUC,
and key partners across the public, private and third sector, highlights the need for on-going
partnership working between employers, workers and unions to ensure the right organisational
decisions are made.
As the business support funding provided to Pladis by Scottish Enterprise was awarded prior
to the introduction of Fair Work First it was not, therefore, subject to the Fair Work First criteria.
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I trust that you will find this helpful and look forward to the continuing engagement with GMB
as part of the Pladis Action Group.

KATE FORBES
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OFFICIAL SENSITIVE

PLADIS TOLLCROSS, RESPONSE PLAN – MAY 2021
Pladis informed staff at their Tollcross site on 11 May, 2021 that following a review of its UK
manufacturing base/supply chain of the intention to close the site subject to a full and
meaningful consultation. The consultation will be a minimum of 45 days, proposed to
commence on the 20 May 2021. This collective consultation will involve Pladis sharing its
business case for closure of the site and inviting counter-proposals from the Trade Unions and
staff representatives.
In response to this announcement, an Action Group will be established and chaired jointly by
the Minister for Business, Fair Work and Skills and Councillor Susan Aitken, Glasgow City
Council. Scottish Government, Scottish Enterprise; Trade Unions (GMB and Unite the Union)
and other key partners will work with the company during the consultation period to reassess
alternative options for the site and any public support that may be available. Pladis has agreed
to engage with the Action Group.
During the consultation, the Action Group will actively consider any viable counter-proposals
including those from the Trade Unions that could result in a sustainable future at the Tollcross
site. These viable counter-proposals should also be acceptable to Pladis as the primary
investor.
Action Group (Safeguarding/save the site)
The Action Group membership includes Scottish Government, Glasgow City Council,
Scottish Enterprise, GMB, Unite the Union, Clyde Gateway and Skills Development Scotland.
Advisory input will be sought by others as appropriate, e.g. Scotland Food & Drink, industry
bodies etc.
The role and remit is proposed as:






Ensure full engagement between the Action Group and Pladis during the consultation
period;
Review Pladis business case to identify potential alternatives to site closure;
Work with Pladis to explore all options to safeguard the site and local employment;
Consider all options resulting from the consultation process including those proposed
by the Trade Unions; and
Ensure effective communication with all key stakeholders including elected members.

This group is proposed to commence on week commencing 24 May and will meet as often as
required to consider any proposals.
Specific activities of the Action Group will include the following:






Site appraisal
A market assessment to consider alternative opportunities
Costed options appraisal including investment/redevelopment in the existing site,
new-build, lease of an alternative site
Consider fit with the GCC district plan and adjacency to Clyde Gateway
Potential public-sector financial support

Scottish Government
18 May 2021

Proposed planned closure of Tollcross
Consultation meeting 3
8th June 2021

CONFIDENTIAL:
PLEASE DO NOT SHARE BEYOND INTENDED RECIPIENTS
All content should be regarded as a proposal pending a thorough and meaningful consultation.

Agenda

• Minutes from Consultation meeting 2

• Q&A from 2nd meeting
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All content should be regarded as a proposal pending a thorough and meaningful consultation.

Pladis market share (CAGR)

2016 to 2019 Volume
Market
CAGR

•
•
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2016 to 2020 Volume
pladis

Volume diff
(kT)

CAGR

Market

Volume diff
(kT)

CAGR

pladis

Volume diff
(kT)

CAGR

Volume diff
(kT)

SWEET BISCUITS XH

0.2%

1.9

-2.1%

-6.7

1.5%

20

0.5%

2.1

HEALTHIER BISCUITS

2.5%

4.7

-6.3%

-1.9

-0.3%

-1

-8.0%

-3.0

SAVOURY BISCUITS

-1.2%

-2.4

-6.0%

-3.4

1.0%

3

-2.1%

-1.6

C&S

2.0%

17.7

-0.7%

-0.3

2.8%

35

0.9%

0.5

pladis total Biscuits share 2021 YTD at 23.6% v. 24.6% LY v. 23.2% 2019 YTD (Source: Nielsen data to
WE 22.05.2021)
Tollcross 2019 actual vol: 24,044, 2020 actual vol: 21,718, 2021 Budget vol: 21,068

All content should be regarded as a proposal pending sign off of the project and a thorough and meaningful consultation should it go ahead.

Source: Nielsen

Export destinations for volume at Tollcross
[redacted]
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[redacted]
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A demographic profile of the employees at Wigston
The numbers of employees of each gender
• Male – 94 (49%)
• Female – 96 (51%)
The number of employees in each 10-year band
Number of
Average age in
Age range employees in age
age range
range
Under 20
2
19
20-29
9
26
30-39
22
35
40-49
34
45
50-59
63
55
60-69
60
63
Total
190

6

The service of employees in each 5-year band
Number of
employees in
Service
service
grouping
up to 5 years
27
6-10 years
12
11-15 years
24
16-20 years
14
21-25 years
22
26-30 years
14
31-35 years
52
36-40 years
11
40 years plus
14
Total
190

All content should be regarded as a proposal pending sign off of the project and a thorough and meaningful consultation should it go ahead.

Average
service in
grouping
1
8
14
18
24
29
33
37
42
23

A demographic profile of the agency at Wigston
The numbers of employees of each gender
• Male – 74 (32%)
• Female – 159 (68%)
The number of employees in each 10-year band
Number of
Average age in
Age range employees in age
age range
range
Under 20
6
19
20-29
68
24
30-39
35
34
40-49
66
45
50-59
39
54
60+
19
65
Total
233

• 190 returners in 2021 so far.
7
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Would Wigston work be more cost effective if it was made over 7 days?
[redacted]
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UK Sites 2021 Budget Dashboard Targets

KPI

Total UK

Aintree

Carlisle

Halifax

Harlesden Manchester

Tollcross

Wigston

[redacted]
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MDC

Cost per Tonne for the last 10 years
[redacted]
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What automation would cost?
Line

Cost estimate (£m)

Comments

1

7

Includes automated shell feeding (£2m) & wrapping (£5m)

3

5

Based on Harlesden solution

4

5

Based on Harlesden solution

5

5

Based on Harlesden solution

9

5

Based on Harlesden solution

10

5

Based on Harlesden solution

11

0

No wrapping kit – packed on Line 21

12

5

Based on Harlesden solution

14

0

Already automated

16

7

Assumes automated foiling, pick & place (£4m) and flow wrapping (£3m)

21

0.6

Cost based on 2020 quotes

22

0

Already automated

Total

£45m*

*Figures shown are directional
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• Automation, at circa £45m, would reduce the cost per ton by around
£200/T without any incremental volume.

All content should be regarded as a proposal pending sign off of the project and a thorough and meaningful consultation should it go ahead.

Cost per Tonne of Rich Tea and Digestives transfers
In 2020 was the tonnage miss a result of R/T and Digs move to other sites?
• No, the volume miss was a reduction in Flipz and Creams.
What are the impacts of Rich Tea & Digs Cost/Ton?

• Digestive volume drop from 2016 to 2021 equates to around £100/ton
• Rich Tea volume drop from 2016 to 2021 equates to around £130/ton
Are Harlesden Rich Tea Lines over utilised?
• Rich Tea lines in Harlesden are running at 76% utilisation on average
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What is the impact of Assets Under Construction to cost per ton at each site?
Cost per tonne - Manufactured, £/T (Source: Budget: 2021)

[redacted]
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Tesco accreditation at Tollcross
• The last retailer own label (ROL) volume produced for Tesco in Tollcross was in 2009 (Poppy & Sesame Thins).
Poppy & Sesame Thins were transferred to Aintree in 2009 – at which point Tesco audits ceased in Tollcross.
• The last Tesco accreditation audit at Tollcross was in April 2009 (rated AMBER – 2 major non-conformances)
• In 2016 a 3-day 'test' audit was conducted by a qualified Tesco auditor from FSSI in support of a potential
tender submission. This audit was RED rated with 6 major and 12 minor non-conformances.
• The 6 major non-conformances related to factory infrastructure (roofs leaks, floors, flaking paint, overhead
glass); condition of production equipment, metal detection system compliance; equipment guarding damage;
average weight control and container cleaning efficacy (inoperable tray-wash).
• To launch any new product with Tesco, the manufacturing site MUST be rated GREEN or better. To achieve a
Tesco GREEN rating, the site must attain ZERO major non-conformances and less than 15 minors
• Tesco have been approached several times since 2009 with a view to tendering for major ROL contracts
(Digestive and Rich Tea) but the investment required to achieve a GREEN audit at Tollcross has always been a
blockage vs. our major ROL competitors who are Tesco accredited
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Investment needed at Tollcross to bring site to sustainable operating standards – c.£25m
Project Detail

LE

Main roof replacement

(5,800)

Silos replacement

(4,000)

Old services and sprinkler replacement

(2,300)

M&S roof replacement

(2,200)

Walls and floors

(1,700)

Covered walkway roof replacement

Project Detail

LE

Employee Rest Facility - Toilet upgrade

(500)

Electrical panel upgrades

(500)

Boiler house refurbishment and conversion

(500)

Traywash upgrade

(300)

Sugar Silo Improvements

(300)

(1,600)

Blower and drier improvements

(300)

PLC control system for bulk

(1,500)

Asbestos removal and control

(300)

Fat and water lines replacement

(1,000)

Sinks, doors, washrooms

(200)

Primary substation roof and buildings

(200)

Electrical services replacement

(750)

Replace Office & meeting room windows

(150)

Chocolate tank No3 replacement

(700)

Segregation for non-food/food contact personnel

(500)

Fat plant roof

(150)
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Source: Internal review

All content should be regarded as a proposal pending sign off of the project and a thorough and meaningful consultation should it go ahead.

Can we see an example of NPD and the decision process behind where it is manufactured?
[redacted]
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Midlands Distribution Centre overview
[redacted]
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Midlands Distribution Centre distribution footprint for UK
UK Finished
Goods volume
Tollcross

Harlesden

Total pallet moves

Total trailer moves

[redacted]

Manchester
Carlisle
Wigston
Aintree
Halifax
pladis Total
KP sites
Total
Source: 2020 SAP
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Adjusted distribution footprint with distribution hub in Scotland
[redacted]
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All content should be regarded as a proposal pending sign off of the project and a thorough and meaningful consultation should it go ahead.

Action Group engagement
How are we engaging?
• Co-Chairs Kate Forbes ( Cabinet Secretary) and Susan Aitken ( Leader Glasgow City Council) have been
taken through the proposal and business rationale by David Murray on 24th May. A follow up meeting
took place on 7th June
What has been worked through so far?
• Data shared at Consultation has been made available to the Action Group through Scottish Enterprise
What is the plan going forward?
• Pladis has committed to being open to hearing any options the Action Group would like us to consider
What does pladis need for a proposal to put to the Scottish government
• We have informed Kate Forbes that we are mindful of the formal consultation process which is currently
underway with our employees and their representatives. We won’t be providing any further data outside
of what is already being shared through the formal consultation
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What happened to the other options previously tabled?
The 4 options were proposed by Nick Bunker (UK&I Managing Director pre David Murray) in February 2018.
They were:
• Invest in the Site - This option does not address the fundamental problem of over-capacity and
is expensive as the Business would have to make disproportionate and difficult investment choices across
the 7 sites.

• Downsize the Site - As in the investment option the Business would have to make difficult investment
choices as there are still 7 sites to run as ongoing concerns whilst still retaining 7 sites fixed costs.
Note, the over- capacity issue is not addressed to the extent required.
• Sell the Site - pladis does not want to sell it's brands and it would therefore be extremely difficult to find
a buyer for a site without guaranteed volume in a sector that has more capacity than demand.
• Closure of site – Compelling business case that addresses the over-capacity and utilisation issue for the
business.
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Q&A
What year did the company acquire Jacobs?
• 2004
Are other sites a direct comparison?
• Utilisation is pladis global standard: B21 Volume/(147hrs per week * weighted average planning rate)
How do you propose to address support and contingency once Tollcross is closed?
• Supply continuity and contingency required is a risk-assessment based approach depending upon the scenario. Stock
holding is a mainstay of any continuity plans ( TX circa 30 days )
How much has Infrastructure influenced the business's decision?
• The business case considered several factors, including utilisation, volume, and product mix
Can infrastructure costs be offset for tax purposes?
• Capital allowances (depreciation) would be applicable on infrastructure spend. This however, would be split over the life
of the asset e.g. the example of the £25m we would be able to claim circa £4m capital allowances over approximate 20
year period.
Why did the business borrow heavily and create high debt and high covenant requirements?
• This information is commercially sensitive and therefore not something we can share.
What are the costs and benefits of closing the Tollcross site?
• This information is highly sensitive and is therefore not something we can share.
22
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Q&A
What is required for the site to become a world class facility?
• World class requires several things - a flexible and high-performance culture, automated production facilities that deliver a competitive
cost base and crucially a critical mass of volume throughput and demand

What volume is required to facilitate this?
• 80,000T per annum
What is the Cost per Tonne & utilisation measure for this standard?
• Under £400/T (including depreciation) & 80% utilisation
What machine type/tooling is required for world-class or diversification & how much investment is required for this?
• This is dependant upon the technology required (see automation slide)
What size of a greenfield site would be required?
• A site that is capable of producing 80,000T per annum (Tollcross current site footprint: 28 acres)
What cost avoidance on non-closure of site is secured by the business?
• This information is highly sensitive and is therefore not something we can share.
What savings would a new facility provide that has a bolted on distribution centre for Scotland, Ireland & Northern England?
• An additional distribution centre would add an on-cost to the business and drive complexity within the Supply Chain
What machine type/tooling is required for new product development centre & how much investment is required for this?
• pladis already has a new product development centre based in High Wycombe which supports pladis Global innovation
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All content should be regarded as a proposal pending a thorough and meaningful consultation.

Consultation Meeting Three
8th June 2021
Attendees
[redacted] , [redacted]
Gary Russell (Unite), Peter Lamb (Unite), Matt Gould (Unite), Pat McIlvogue (Unite)
Tony Bennett (non negotiated staff)
[redacted]
Jim Cuthbert (pladis), Ian Gilder (pladis), Richard Payne (pladis), James Spence (pladis), Shannon Kenna
(pladis)
Apologies: [redacted]
*represents return to presentation

Notes
Meeting opens 10.10
JC – Begins presentation and runs through agenda.
*Pladis market share (CAGR)
IG - DH you requested we include 2020
Runs through figures from slide.
PM – Sweet and biscuits increased half a %, has that maintained?
IG – It would have dropped.
PM – You said before the growth was in healthy snacks; these figures shows that they went down?
IG – The market trend is healthy and that’s not where pladis play. There was a market increase but pladis
declined.
PM – What is your overarching business model, is it to expand in these healthy markets? Is it the direction
the company wants to explore?
JC – Not necessarily. McVities is more of an indulgent market vs healthy, which has naked bars, cereal bars
etc. We have launched a few but they were not hugely successful.
PM – The point I’m trying to make is, we know we aren’t good at the healthy things, so will we continue to
put our energy in to that? Or will it go into other NPD which we are good at?
We need the overarching strategy from the business, so we can take it to the government and for them to
back McVities with their plan.
I still don’t understand what the company is saying in regard to that yet.
MG – You have provided figures given the current economic circumstances; we get that. However, you know
you’re coming up to plastic tax etc, so to compliment PM point, what is the strategy? Do you have a proposal
(without knowing the full impact), for contingency for the business to combat high fat, sugar, salt?

IG – Stealing market share?
PM – Yes, so we spoke about Tesco etc, you lost them because the infrastructure and if they’re Burtons, if we
got a new site, where it’s all cheaper, they would jump.
MG – We want to know the size of the retailer market because if we can understand what we make/don’t,
then we can know what tonnage is out there.
IG – Tesco, Sainsburys etc don’t put all their eggs in 1 basket, in addition, there would be intervention if it
was deemed one company was creating a monopoly in the market.
DH – Burton is one of ours as well and the factory isn’t that high of a standard. It’s got lots of problems, yet it
is still allowed to produce for Tesco, so I don’t see why it wasn’t on the able here.
JC – I’ve got a specific slide on that.
Just to clarify, you want to understand the total size of the retailer market, what the products are and what is
left to produce?
PM – Yes.
I get the monopoly effect and I get pladis would be undermining with their own branded products, the
challenges, etc but what we’re looking at is, if we have an efficient facility with reduced CPT, then there’s a
potential market share to be gained.
MG – I don’t know if you could get this, but could you get a ballpark of what they’re producing.
JC – I will ask the question.
*A demographic profile of the employees at Wigston
PM – A 3rd of the workforce average age is 63, a further third is an average of 55. There is a demographic
edge of core employees.
DH – To me it looks like pladis has decided that agency is their strategy and to let the employees go as natural
wastage.
JC – I can see what you’re reading in to, but I could also say it’s just that there are a lot of employees who
have worked there for a lot of years. It’s high agency because of the work and then they keep core
employees all year-round.
PM – If you look at that profile of core employees, in 10 years you’re going to lose two thirds of the factory.
JC – I’m not disputing that.
PM – It appears that pladis are intentionally not back filling positions
JC – You don’t backfill someone until they leave – exception being engineers who have to serve a four- or
five-year apprenticeship.
PM – How many people have left in the last 10 years and how many did you backfill with agency?
JC – Do you want that.
PM – No.
*A Demographic profile of the agency at Wigston

PM – So all the agency is young and all the core are old.
JC – They are younger, yes but that’s not unusual and I don’t think would be an unusual demographic in any
agency. We do the same with agency at Tollcross, we bring people in if they perform etc, we hire them, then
we get another agency member in if needed.
PM – 190 people returned instead of 233?
IG – We don’t require them all right now, but we will ramp up over the next few weeks as we begin the
Christmas volume.
*Would Wigston work be more cost effective if it was made over 7 days?
JC – They start to make the Christmas products just now but if you make too much too soon it runs out of
shelf life. The stuff being made right now is sold before Christmas, but it runs through Christmas. We build
the agency and pladis from 3 to 4 to 5 days.
PM – Are core staff on annualised hours?
JC – To a degree, yes. So, when it comes back to a 7-day model, it’s seasonal and predictable; you never know
what you’ll get exactly, but you have a rough idea what to expect – it’s far more predictable than nonseasonal products. If they start now, they can ramp up or scale back if they need to, as they get nearer
Christmas.
PM – I know there’s no silver bullet but we are just looking at different work that could come to Scotland. We
think it’s justifiable to bring this work and we would look to bring other bits and pieces.
JC – I can see that.
PM – We know with some places it could have a detrimental effect on that site but with Wigston, the high
agency and the demographic, it’s obvious.
DM – If Wigston’s 7-day working is not cost effective, why is it here?
JC – The volume here is less predictable and all year round. We have a different portfolio and we shape what
we have to match that, if we are selling more of a certain product, we can switch the plan around and make
any day of the week.
Explains a timetable of some lines.
In a 5-day model you need to stop at the weekend but they’re only making 1-2 main products, then near the
end of the year, if it’s not sold enough, you just cut it short, or if you need more, maybe you run it on for a
few more weeks.
DH – MG said easier to maintain machinery on 5-day model.
MG – You know you can plan your working around the shutdown with a 5-day model, but with what JC just
said about swapping it might not work here.
JC – I understand what you are saying, if you run a 7-day model and the line capacity is full then you can have
issues trying to maintain the machinery. We don’t have that problem and we maintain our lines when they
are not running. I would love to have that problem.
*UK Sites 2021 Budget Dashboard Targets
JC – Talks through figures.
PM – What is gross loss?

PM – We are currently on the same level as 2018, so the trend is to reduce, and it has done about 10% in the
last year.
IG – We budgeted for that yes.
PM – So we are currently reducing CPT and its 10%.
IG – There will be many factors that will result in an overall reduction in CPT when we set the site budgets
such as volumes, the type of products made and overall cost base.
I can get the actual % reduction for you.
PM – So the YTD is on track?
TB –
IG –
*What automation would cost?
JC – This is based on mostly wrapping automation and some secondary processing.
PM – Just to frame this, so this would be an estimation for Tollcross not a greenfield site?
JC – Explains various scenarios
This is why it’s difficult to do.
MG – Requests JC talk through line by line in detail.
JC – JC talks through each line.
PM – So this has been based on Tollcross currently; so it would be different if you had a different facility?
JC – It could be, but you asked for an indictive price.
MH – Lines 3-10 like flow wraps basically?
JC – Yes.
PM – 200/t is currently based on 21k tone? but it would improve based on more volume?
JC – Yes, that’s why I put that comment on the slide, heavy investment in automation does not dramatically
change the cost per tonne without more volume.
PM – Is there a correlation between the amount of volume and cost per tonne?
IG – On average £40 reduction for every 1000 tonnes, on the assumption you do not need to increase your
cost base as a result of the additional volumes.
TB – So it could vary?
IG – It could yes. It will depend on many factors such as the type of volume and any potential increase in cost
base.
PM – Thanks for those numbers.
If you have greater efficiency, more volume etc, that CPT could change again?

Adjourned 11.55
Reconvened 12.45

*Can we see an example of NPD and the decision process behind where it is manufactured?
IG talks through chart.
PM - What about existing volume, and the decision-making process about where it’s manufactured?
IG – There will be various things we look at when making decisions.
PM – So that was the question, for moving volume, how was the decision arrived upon? I get what you have
given with NPD but I wanted to understand why Rich Tea was moved and what the process was and what we
needed to do to influence that?
IG – The same gate process will apply even for internal volume, as a business we will only move volume if it if
financially and operationally right to do so.
MG – High Wycombe, do we still have it and what is their involvement in this process?
JC – Yes, we still have High Wycombe.
So, after the conceptual idea of gate 1, you get to gate 2 for the test trials at High Wycombe. There is a mini
bakery there where they develop product ideas and make samples to test the concept. This testing has a preset scoring methodology which gives insight into the potential consumer reaction and success of the product
if launched. If a product scores well the concept passes gate 2 and then it moves to factory scale up trials. We
know McVities is an older demographic of consumers and that’s where Flipz and Nibbles have come in, to
gain a younger demographic. We wouldn’t see a product at a factory until it’s passed gate 2, then we there
would be factory trials to understand any difficulties in making the product.
MG – Can we have an overview of High Wycombe… Staff? Size? Kit? etc
JC– Yes, kit, equipment, roles etc.
MG – Yes, so we know how NPD works behind the scenes.
DH – What I was getting at is there is a high number of NPD launches at Tollcross, was it evenly spread? With
new products comes high risk, high risk means lower tonnage, driving up the cost. What Tollcross has been
left with is their new products.
MG – And you’ll get waste, driving CPT up too.
JC – I can share that with you, products launched per site.
PG – It goes back to skills, knowledge, and experience of Tollcross.
JC – We used to speak of a 5-year NPD cycle which would be the life span of any new products. This is now
around 2 years as consumers want variety, as I have said previously it is very difficult to land a large-scale
new product.
DH – Will we step back from new products?
JC – No, the business wants to grow and there are pressures from retailers, like Tesco etc, who want
something new on their shelves to attract interest.

DH – Could the same rule not apply to Tollcross like in Halifax and have a different calculation?
IG – We will take it away and come back next week.
*Midlands Distribution Centre overview
PM - Do vehicles have the temperature control also?
JC – Not all of them some do but the business has invested in more this year to handle Chocolate in the hot
months.
MG – Is ADC where the old biscuit factory was?
JC – No, it’s a few miles away from the old Ashby biscuit site, but across the road from MDC, within the same
industrial park.
SP – There are co-packing facilities.
JC – There are co-packing facilities there, they do some over wrapping of products and make up shippers
(cardboard display features that are positioned in store with promotional products).
SP – What kind of tonnage is co-packed in MDC/ADC?
JC – I’m not sure.
SP – Can you find out?
JC – I’ll take it away and find out.
*Midlands Distribution Centre distribution footprint for UK
PM – The tonnage conversation would be welcomed.
JC – We have given you the information separately, but we can show the volume per factory in tonnes and
pallets on the same table.
*Adjusted distribution footprint with distribution hub in Scotland
PM - So the 3422 is the 27 tonnes?
JC – Yes.
SP – What would the cost be if product made in England was sent direct to a Scottish Distribution centre
instead of going to MDC first.
JC – You’re starting to get into complexities and scenarios that are difficult to make estimates for, the key
point is that load fill is a key metric in transport as having part empty trailers is expensive as you are shipping
fresh air.
SP – You could go by one site pick up product, go by another, get more etc.
JC – How do you calculate that?
PM – Glasgow to Carlisle is less than Carlisle to the Midlands Distribution Centre.
JC – Explains some costings of distribution.

Unless you’re filling the trailer every time you’re not really saving, and this business has done the calculations
and it is more cost effective to have a central distribution centre delivering multiple different products and
full trailers.
PM – It’s all relative. If you’re making more volume in a new facility, why would you ship it? Greater
efficiencies and volume and less distribution
GM – We are the transport and general workers union and I’ll take it away and speak to my experts.
JC- OK.
Every time you get a wagon transporting not full, it’s costing money.
TB – You want to be transporting as little distance as possible like a 30 miles radius.
JC – You can do that, but wagon fill is the key measure.
PM – What your representing is the current model but if you were to have a distribution in Glasgow, you
would have an addition of £1 million.
IG – Yes.
PM – What we’re saying is if we have more volume, you know the CPT will come back down and it was to see
if a distribution hub could be possible. We have been speaking to the government to see what is possible and
they’re looking at locations based on size etc. What I have said is you need to be mindful of being narrow in
case there is expansion/development etc. We wanted to know the current volume and then when we
understood what you needed, we would know what size that would take and then if you needed research
and development, distribution etc.
JC – What we’re doing here is giving a demonstrable example of what we do.
TB – What you’ve give us is something we can work on but we will have more questions
JC – That’s the idea.
*Action Group engagement
PM – What does that mean? (in reference to providing no further data)
JC – It means we are sharing through this consultation forum only.
PM – Are you ok with us sharing with the action group?
JC – Yes.
MG – Ok that’s fine.
PM – There’s recognition on the work being done in reaction to what we’re asking.
*What happened to the other options previously tabled?
PM - I think there was something about it being 3rd party. (in reference to sell the site)
MG – TUPE was mentioned.
JC – Explains.

MG – There was 4 options. I know with 3rd party ownership, and it can be a solution to let them manage the
decline, so the redundancies don’t happen directly, but they let someone else do it, so we aren’t a big
advocate of that model.
Investment in site, from our opinion lack of investment because you made the decision to spread it
elsewhere.
Out big ticket was the greenfield site being explored and this decision being made without it being explored. I
get Ian’s point, there wasn’t the volume but that was 3 years ago, and the company only said that Scottish
Enterprise offered to help find land. That’s why I make the point that was then, and this is now.
JC – They offered to help us find land but there was no financial support. It may well be the team working on
it now may be able to find an alternative solution.
PM – Our criticism of Scottish Enterprise is you’re an account managed company but from a company point
of view you’re versed in subsidies because you’ve been given them before. Like a lot of organisations, if you
don’t ask you don’t get and you should have asked, but again that was then, and this is now so we’re working
with the challenges we face.
*Q&A 1
PM – To be meaningful consultation it needs to be disclosed.
That footnote of highly sensitive, we need to understand that. You will have a pot set aside for this and we
need to understand what it is for obvious reasons.
We’re saying to the government it will cost X but if we produce Y we can fix it, that’s why I would formally
request it again. I get the debt part not being shared but I need that.
GM – We need this to understand the full business proposal around this.
IG – The business response is we aren’t going to share it but your comments are noted. Me and JC will take it
away as further requests and we will reaffirm next week.
PM – For wiggle room on it, it’s not to run out with flags, so if you want it on an NDA basis with us and the
government then we would consider that.
GM – It’s not about us sharing it, it’s about the bigger picture. We wouldn’t benefit from us sharing company
sensitive data, that doesn’t help us for job security.
JC – We will take it away.

IG – You’ve got a good bit of information there to give you a start and if we can share it, we will notify you
next week.
*Q&A 2
PM – What we are trying to understand is what size of facility is needed.
JC – It is difficult to gauge this as you are talking about different scenarios of what is made at the site. The
current site footprint is 28 acres, this does include the carpark and surrounding land though.
We’ll split out the size of the site in terms of the manufacturing footprint, car park and surrounding land.
MG – There was a question asked, why do we need a 65-metre oven. I think that’s the biggest isn’t it?
JC –
MG – I’m sure Scottish Enterprise asked if we needed an oven that size, I said no. Am I right?

Why are you recruiting across the uk?
What is your projection on recruitment?
What overtime is worked across the UK/individual sites?
What is this in %?
SP – Another senior manager was brought in to this site, why is that?
JC – Because I asked for help while I’m doing all of this. To help support me, Jackie and Richard.
JC requests alternative date for the next meeting.
Group agree 17th June at 9am.
PM – So you’re not going to serve the HR1 on the 15th
JC – No, it will be the 17th.
PM – You don’t need to serve it at all and it’s just to let you know decisions have consequences.
Meeting closed 2.05

Questions/Actions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is the business strategy, is to manage decline, is it to grow sweet biscuits or is it to grow in the
Healthier market?
Were chocolate hobnobs included in the hobnob sub brand total for the volume sold in Scotland
slide?
What is the total size of the Own label Retailer market, what products are made and who is
currently producing them?
Can we see the cost per ton volume for all sites for the last ten years?
What is the Flipz tonnage in the UK?
Can you share information on High Wycombe, Roles, facility, kit, expertise etc.
Has Tollcross cost per ton reduced by 10% over the last three years?
Can Tollcross cost per ton be calculated differently because the high-volume NPD?
Can we see the list of NDP launched at all sites over the last 10 years?
What volume and type of products are co-packed at ADC/MDC?
Can the volume per site info be shared in tonnage and pallets on the same table?
Can you split the size of the site down in terms of the manufacturing facility, the car park and
surrounding land etc?
What is the largest Oven used at Tollcross and what does it produce?
Can the closure cost and benefit be shared under NDA?
Can you share the amount of current vacancies across pladis UK?
What is your projection on recruitment?
What overtime is worked across the UK/individual sites?
What is this in % terms?
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What is pladis’s Strategy?

• We will continue to drive forward our Market &
Category leadership, developing our offering to
meet the ever evolving needs of our consumers
and the markets that we operate in.
• Our strategic opportunities will come from
categories, channels and occasions where we
are currently under-represented and which
show potential for consistent growth.
• We remain a business focussed on Branded
Sales.

2016 – 2019
Market Volume
CAGR

pladis Value
share

Total
Snacking
Sweet
Biscuits
Healthier

Savoury
Biscuits
Crisps &
Snacks

CAGR: Compound Annual Growth Rate
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Source: Nielsen data

Own Label:

Priority on Branded sales, OL provides volume but is not a sufficiently strong standalone investment platform
What is the scale of RTB in the UK?
• RTB Total Biscuits Volume Market: 142 kT (30.6%) (Source: Nielsen total coverage 52 w/e 29.05.21)
What is pladis’ share of the Own Label Biscuits Market?
•
Are there any restrictions on size of RTB manufacturers in the market?
• No clear restrictions, however there is a known over capacity in the market.
• Consumer demand will also be the limiting factor and Retailers from a range perspective in terms of options available to purchase and thus key
to driving demand/availability
• Own label contracts are not significant money or profit drivers typically.
• Sites will need to be audit compliant, and the spend to do so should be considered to ensure commercial viability
What is the average length of an RTB contract?
• 12 months.
• Over the last 3 years, Retailers have tendered for 1, 2 year or longer contracts, with a view to seeking lower pricing for longer contracts. Given
commodities increasing, this is not always attractive to manufacturers.
• N.B. Despite tender contract lengths, the majority of contracts in the T&C's state that a product can be delisted with due notice at any time.
What is the process of tendering for an RTB contract?
• Retailers issue tender documentation and timings for all suppliers to tender best pricing.
• Negotiations then take place. Some use 3rd party, however more common at the moment is that the Buyers carry out the negotiations with
each supplier.
• Submission timings are typically tight, with 2 weeks being standard from receipt of tender to pricing and sample submission.
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Own Label - By manufacturer is not readily available data, known capabilities as so:
Fox’s / 2 Sisters *

pladis
• Custard Creams
• Bourbon Creams
• Ginger Biscuits
• Rich Tea Finger
• Fruit Shortcake
• Milk & Dark Chocolate Digestives
• Digestives
• Rich Tea
• Oaties
• Garibaldi
• Jam Sandwich
• Assortments
• Cream Crackers
• Crackers
• BFC
Etc.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Custard Creams
Bourbon Creams
Shorties
Oaties
Jam Sandwich
Digestives and Choc Digestives
Malted Milk
Cookies
Chocolate Sandwich Biscuit Bars

Other Manufacturers
include:
•

range

•
Burtons
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shortcake
Milk & Dark Chocolate Digestives
Digestives
Rich Tea
Oaties
Cookies

Hills – low value everyday

Grupo Siro – J.Sainsbury
supplier

•

Walkers

Etc.

Source: Internal knowledge

• RTB represents c.25% of the Sweet Biscuits market (Source: 2019, internal)
• * Fox Branded sites recently bought by Ferrero from 2 Sisters. Fox Own Label Site ( Uttoxeter) not wanted
5
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NPD launches by site since 2014
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R&D centre overview – High Wycombe
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Co-pack (MDC/ADC) overview
•

MDC purpose built co pack facility was established in 2010 to reduce complexity, cost and environmental impact and provide a flexible service

•

Over 200 SKUs, 5million cases per year, circa 20kT. Highly volatile demand often with short notice.

•

Operating 16 hours a day Monday to Friday over 7 lines using managed service contractor to flex labour requirements. (20 to 60 heads /shift)

•

All manufacturing plants feeding into one central point (MDC) eliminating the need for onward delivery for conversion

•

Pull stock for co-packing from both finished and semi-finished goods which is already at MDC

•

Customer direct delivery for all regions

•

Co pack lines designed to support factory volumes and service in a ‘just in time’ model

•

Flexible managed service labour model through external contractor – seasonal demand.

•

Flexible approach to mitigate idle time at Wigston

Twin pack

8

Triple pack

Multipack

Carton

Seasonal/promotional items
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Shipper/display units

Co-pack in Tollcross
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Volume per site and pallets to MDC from sites

Site

Annual site volume (kT)

Total finished goods pallet moves
from site to MDC

Tollcross
Harlesden
Manchester

Carlisle
Wigston

Aintree
Halifax
pladis Total
KP sites
Total
* This includes chocolate refinery volume
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Tollcross site
• Site at Tollcross is 28 acres
• Buildings Total: 520,000 sq ft
• Main Production area – 280,000 sq ft
• Goods Out Area – c. 50,000 sq ft

• Car park – 70,000 sq ft
• Non-production area – 120,000 sq ft
• The site is currently a protected business/industrial use
(Use Classes 4, 5 and 6)
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Current open vacancies by location and role – 66 at UK manufacturing sites
Tollcross (7)

Harlesden (3)

Manchester (8)

Carlisle (14)

Wigston (2)

Aintree (28)

1x Line Coordinator

2x Team
Member

1x ATM

1x ATM

1x ATM

28x Team
Member

6x Team
member

1x Eng
Technician

6x Team
member

12x Team
Member

1x Team
Member

1x W/H Coordinator

1x Eng
technician

Halifax (0)

MDC (4)
2x W/H team
member
2x CoOrdinator
HGV driver(s)

Source: Workday
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Total hours

Year

2018

2019

2020

2021 - YTD

Source: SAP
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Q&A
•

Were chocolate Hobnobs included in the hobnob sub brand total for the volume sold in Scotland slide?
➢ Yes

•
•
•

What is your projection on recruitment?
➢ Turnover on average is 10%

•

Can we see the cost per ton volume for all sites for the last ten years?
➢ This information will not add any value to the discussion and therefore will not be shared.

•

•

Can Tollcross cost per ton be calculated differently because the high-volume NPD?
➢ Addressed in the NPD slide

•

Can the closure cost and benefit be shared under NDA?
➢ This information is highly sensitive and is therefore not something we can share.
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Consultation Meeting Four
17th June 2021
Attendees
[redacted], [redacted], [redacted]
Gary Russell (Unite), Peter Lamb (Unite), Matt Gould (Unite), Pat McIlvogue (Unite)
Tony Bennett (non negotiated staff)
[redacted]
Jim Cuthbert (pladis), James Spence (pladis), Richard Payne (pladis)
*represents return to presentation

Notes
Meeting opens 9.15am
JC – Begins presentation and runs through agenda.
*What is pladis strategy?
JC runs though slide, adding further context to the business strategy.
PM – Again, the figures here are 2016-2019, is there a scale for 2020? Taking into account Covid and
sustainable growth?
JC – We shared that last time.
PM – So that directly links to growth/no growth?
DH – That’s a static figure, what does the growth look like?
JC – We shared that, but I will share it again.
PM – I know it was shared but I wasn’t sure if it was for these elements, i.e. growth.
JC shows previous pack, referencing appropriate slide (Consultation 3 – Slide 3), shows pladis grew in sweet
biscuits by 2.1KT and Confectionary & Snacks by 0.5KT but declined in Healthier by -3KT and Savoury by 1.6KT.
JC - Have a look PM, if you don’t think it correlates, we can re look at it.
DH – So the market is growing at 4.5% 2016-2019, 2020 is there, and I assume it’s growing now, but pladis
view that as static? 5% is substantial.
JC – As we spoke about last week, up to 2019 the market has grown but pladis has declined, we seen some
growth in 2020 due to Covid, but 2021 has seen the share drop back down.

*Own label: Priority on Branded sales, OL provides volume but is not a sufficiently strong standalone
investment platform
PM – Do you have visibility of the length of these tenders? 12 months, 24 etc.

JM – You know your own contracts, but if you tender for a 12 month Asda digestives contract for example
and you don’t get it, then you know when it’s coming up again.
PM – I get supermarkets squeeze manufacturers as much as possible for volume and that they will only
extend the contract for the right price but it’s a significant size of the market.
JC - I’ve heard it referred to as the race to the bottom – Own Label is not where the profit is.
PM –
JC – There’s a reason for it.
PM – That you have not gone for it.
JC – And sometimes you don’t, it’s not as profitable and at times the price the retailer wants means it could
lose us money, it’s about not being busy fools.
PM – We’re looking for a proposal for a greenfield site, searching for avenues to get volume in here and I get
it’s not easy…
MG – … there’s tight margins, but with a cutting-edge factory and machinery, it makes for better margins.
PM – It’s an opportunity.
The company has over capacity, not enough volume, too many factories and not enough products but when
you see that, there is volume there. I get the thing about not being worthwhile but if you’re delivering with
an all singing/dancing factory and your competitors say they then don’t want it, like you did, your leverage
goes up - but you can’t do that unless you have the volume.
What this has given us is confirmation that there is potential for growth, if someone could manufacture it.
That’s the first bit of positive news we have seen, that there is potential there.
* Own Label - By manufacturer is not readily available data, known capabilities as so
*NPD launches by site since 2014
PM – What is SKU?
IG – It stands for Stock Keeping Unit and is essentially the term used for an individual product.
PM – So there’s 7 factories?
JC – Yes.
PM – In 2019 Tollcross done a quarter of NPD. Proportionately there is more NPD happening at Tollcross,
25% roughly.
I would suggest that’s a good track record for NPD at Tollcross. The thing here is the skill, knowledge and
experience; it’s been utilised from Tollcross, the fruits of their labour, and then if proposal goes through, it
will be taken elsewhere.
JC –
PM –
JC – It was more to the point of does any other site make NPD products and they do.
PM – I know we’re being optimistic, but with own brand and the track record here for product development
and with new machinery and a factory, you have the people to do that.

*R&D centre overview – High Wycombe
DH – So they’re gate 1 and 2?
JC – I’ll go through it in a bit more detail, but yes, they work on the design and small scale trials. They have
mini production lines the length of this room.
DH – I’ve never been in their factory, how does the pictures on the right compare to Tollcross?
JC – In what sense?
DH – Those pictures look very modern.
JC –

PM – So given the size of that, the size for a bolt NPD facility to a new factory would be small.
JC – A bolt on isn’t needed.
PM – That’s fine if you don’t want or need it, without that you need less subsidy and more so without a
distribution centre.
JC – That’s my opinion, we don’t need it. We have a very good facility that’s been built over years that would
be hard to replicate.
PM – You say it’s been built over years; have ever looked at working with universities.
JC – We have taken in graduates etc, but I am not aware of working specifically with universities, we have the
expertise already at High Wycombe.
PM – Provides Rolls Royce example that they outgrew and worked in partnership with Strathclyde university
to help support them.
JC – If you are considering this as part of a counter proposal then by all means add it in if you like but, if
you’re asking for my opinion, we don’t need it because we already have such a good facility.
GM – Is High Wycombe owned or leased?
JC – I’m not sure.
MG – Can you find out.
*Co-pack (MDC/ADC) overview
JC – SP asked the question late on yesterday, “What tonnage goes to the Co-man Grange”
PM - What is Grange?
JC – It’s a 3rd party, who provide last minutes order support etc, around 95% of co-packing is completed out
of MDC/ADC but Grange can be used at peak times for last minute type orders.
PM – Where are they based?
JC – I’m not sure, I can get that info, it was late on when SP asked.

DH – You just showed us.
JC – I just showed you the slide, we didn’t grow up to 2019, we then increased in 2020 but it’s coming back
down, we’ve already went through that. We have gone through volume profile, we have gone through NPD,
we have demonstrated all of that; I’m failing to see where you’re going.
DH – The more information we have we can share with the action group for a counter proposal.
IG – That’s historic, we have since had has the impact of Brexit, HFSS etc. all from meeting one and we’ve had
to look at alternative strategies and this is coupled with a stagnant market.
We’ve had a lot of questions and we’re here to work together and it needs to be ones that will be useful;
volume and CPT from 5 years ago doesn’t help.
DH – We’re asking to be told this to help save the site.
JC – Lots of information has already been provided and we’re trying to give things that could help you.
It’s about the CPT now, to help create an option to compete right now. I’m not trying to be awkward but 5
years ago doesn’t help you. We’ve given you all the information that you asked for before because we see
value in it, but I don’t see it here.
DH – Reiterates it to help understand trends.
JC – We will take it away and discuss it, but I don’t see the value in it.
MG – I understand 10 years is too far, but 5 years is fair, as a compromise and to share with the action group.
DH – The only reason we asked for 10 year was because you had given 10.
JC – That was a different question.
PM – *brings out previous presentation pack from previous meeting*
It’s about volume that was moved elsewhere, how did that perform, what impact did it have.
DH – That’s a key point.
PM – Tollcross has improved circa 10% since last year looking at the graph.
IG – The graph shows the budget 2021 target, so that is the exit position for this year.
PM – You told us it was to-date.
IG –The year-to-date position for 2021 is slightly behind the budget. I was clear the graph was budget 2021.
TB – Volumes has caused us to be behind so far this year.
IG - Volumes may be a factor yes but there are other metrics that may come into play.
PM – I looked at the graph thought we must be doing something right. And that’s why we asked for 2020 and
you gave kudos in KPI’s, which was great.
DH – Has the company ever looked at a 2-stage process for High Wycombe? Tollcross being the site for
manufacturing for all NPD?
JC – There are completely different processes and production lines, we would need lots of different
production lines for short runs. Provides Harlesden Chocolate Hobnob Brownie example.

DH – If High Wycombe has stages 1-2 why could Tollcross not have stages 3-4? All focused in to 1 factory, a
centre of excellence.
IG – So a full manufacturer for all NPD finished goods? We would need to be capable of manufacturing all
types of products.
DH – Maybe ones like Jaffa cake you couldn’t do it with, but you could with most of them.
JC – We’ll go back and see what we can put together in terms of exactly what types of products have been
launched but, I don’t know how easy it is.?
MG – At the beginning you said it was more complex to close all the other sites with this being medium
complexity, it fits in to the site-specific that produces products that make it to other sites. I understand we
have complex processes that are specific to each site and having too much would be over complex but what
could we do and what machinery technology is specific to that site i.e. a digestive line can make hobnobs.
What equipment have you got that’s unique that isn’t transferrable to products.
JC – We’ll try and get the NPD volume shown like the information I shared in the sold in Scotland table, I will
see what we can do.
PM – We get that but you’re saying “open and transparent” but not showing your hand, with the cost and
benefit information. And it’s a significant element. If you’re not using 30million to shut here because you
received government subsidy, that can be used. This is key bargaining, so we are requesting it again, in the
spirit of transparency, because we don’t want to put in a CAC request.
IG – I take your point.
MG – I don’t understand the reluctance to provide it.
DH – Unless it’s damaging to the proposal.
IG – We have shared a lot and we don’t want to hold back....
DH - … how can you say that when you’re holding back.
You say it’s sensitive and we offered an NDA.
IG – I get it and it is minuted but for that is the business decision.
PM – If the cost to the business is X million, we need to understand the correlation and I’m sure you
understand that.
IG – I understand but you have spoken about a £50 million site; we know we have over capacity and if we
close this and open another factory, this could cause damage somewhere else because there just isn’t the
volume, we would then need to look at closing another site. If we open another site, we still have 7 factories
and no volume.
PM – That’s why we’re striving for own brand.
TB – Say the return investment is 4-5 years. Take the current volume and get the 120kT in the own label
market. You say we would then be closing another site but it depends on what volume a new site can bring
in. If it’s a long term 4-5 year investment, maybe it’s something we can bargain with, I don’t imagine it will be
but there’s a chance.
IG – I’ve heard the comments, you think it’s important, it’s noted that you requested it again, we’ll take it
away.

PM- We’ve given you wiggle room with the NDA.
IG – The official stance at the minute is we won’t share it, but it is minuted and we will pick it up.
DH – If this goes ahead would there not be a time when it is shared anyway, at an AGM?
IG – Possibly.
DH – So it will be in the public domain at some point.
MG – I just don’t understand it.
IG – Then maybe the action is for us to come back and explain why it is something that can’t be shared.
MG – Yes because I’m at a loss.
JC – That was the last slide, do you have any other questions, or do you want to discuss the action group
now?
PM – I think it’s a natural time for an adjournment.
Adjourned 10.45am
Reconvened 11.05am
JC – Do you have feedback from the action group?
SP – Firstly, has the company done a quality impact assessment? How would this impact people with
disabilities and the local community etc.
JC - I’ll come back and confirm. Do you mean for individual?
SP – And how it would impact the community.
PD – What would it take it build a world class site?
JC – I thought we had answered all of that?
DH – You let us know what world class looks like, that’s an aspiration but what would be acceptable? To use
as a platform to build to achieve world class, is there a grading system? Red, amber, green?
JC - I get where you’re going but I’m not sure what you mean, do you mean metrics or the design of a site?
The metrics I have answered before, the design, size and machinery is difficult because we don’t know what
to build for, if it’s for the current volume or if it’s something else.
DH – You need capacity at 80%?
JC – At minimum, yes.
DH – At minimum?

JC– You’ve not seen David’s response, so I won’t go through that.
What I can say is that this is the consultation meeting and this is where information will be shared.
DM – Can we circle back to the earlier point of world class or acceptable? Going by the numbers, you have
some problems in the next few years if you go by the philosophy of your decision. Are there different steps?
Going from 140 to 80 is impossible, but what about going from 140 to 135 at first?
IG – I get the question, but we don’t have the volume. It’s based on volume we don’t have, and we are just
shuffling the pack. That’s a big assumption and based on the volume over the last few years, it hasn’t
happened.
TB – It’s not happened because the infrastructure of the factory.
IG – I’m talking more in general.
TB – There’s a market to go after if we had the facility to do it. I get your point but to say there’s no volume
isn’t accurate. If we put a site in here making digestive for £300 per tonne, we could go after these markets.
IG– Taking confectionary and snacks out, Biscuits is worth about 1.3 million tonnes pr year. Many products
are branded to certain manufacturers such as Oreo for example and therefore we won’t ever be able to steal
that market share. What we do know is that history has demonstrated the overall market has not grown.
TB – The business failed to invest to all sites, not just Tollcross but there’s the possibility of a solution here to
resolve that. I know it’s if’s and buts and maybes, but this is last chance saloon and we need to come back
and formulate a plan. I get your point JC that it’s difficult to formulate one but if we have options we can.
JC – What we’ve tried to do is give you things to work from. I think PM you asked how to improve cost per
ton and we explained on average that each 1000T gives a dilution of around £40/ton and I get DH question of
what’s the steps, if there are steps, but you would always be talking theoretically because it isn’t specifics
because we don’t have the specifics.
PM – I’m going to go back, because that’s a big statement; you’re not joining action group, why?
You have been invited by a cabinet secretary, to mitigate redundancies and I need to understand why the
company does not want to engage with the group when it could stop the loss of Scottish jobs.
JC – This is the consultation.
PD – So really, it’s a plan not a proposal.
PM – We haven’t started any formal consultation on the company proposal.
We have got a clear and obvious potential alternative, why not engage with the potential stakeholders?
JC – We have explained that we are not running dual consultations, this is where the consultation is taking
place and we are supporting the action group through providing information.
PM - That was then this now.
JC - This is the main consultation.

PM – We have leveraged the national government to join, what do you need to join? That’s a hell of a
message to send.
IG- We are working with the group through the team, we are not dismissing it at all. What we’re saying is
we’ll keep the consultations through this room.
PM – It makes it look a sham of a consultation, that it’s not a proposal, it’s a plan and this is happening, even
when there’s a clear alternative, that you decline to directly explore.
JC – We are exploring it, through this group.
PM – We’re not; you have been invited to the action group that hold the solution.
IG – You guys are the link to the action group, there is communication to the group, we are keeping
consultations in this room.
PM – But you can do it other ways, you could suspend formal consultation, flush out if there is anything
worthwhile exploring or run them in tandem.
DH – One doesn’t undermine the other, they complement one another.
JC – This is the main forum; you guys are in the action group and David is linking in with Kate and Susan the
co-chairs of the group.
PM requests adjournment.
Adjourned 11.30
Reconvened 11.40
PM – Thanks for the adjournment.
I was at a loss before and I’m still at a loss as to why you won’t engage, it sends the wrong message, that you
don’t want to engage, that your proposal looks like a plan, consultation will be a sham, alternatives are being
formulated and we are not willing to engage and explore them, which is a lack of responsibility from the
business to the workers. They have been hitting KPI’s, they bought in to modernisation, and the pitch on that
was it was done to keep Tollcross in existence and they done everything in their power to keeps jobs in
Scotland. Reps and union reps are engaged with the Scottish government to find alternatives and pladis and
McVities are saying no. It’s a slap in the face to the work force, the union and Scottish government, I would
ask you to reconsider rather than get into a different situation. I’m still at a loss as to why you don’t want to
engage at a level of government subsidy that you have never had before.
JC– Any other points?
PM – The HR1?
JC– Is being issued to you today.
PM – Again, it sends a double signal. Issuing the HR1, not engaging with the action group.
JC – We are engaging, David has had meetings with Kate and Susan and left the door open for that to
continue.

JC - shares the HR1 and confirms copies will be sent with the minutes.
JC - Anything else before you share the updates from the action group?
PM – I think that’s a cheek when you have the option to sit at the table. The cabinet secretary has offered
this.
What is it you need for a greenfield site and a proposal?
JC – Obviously that came through from Kate Forbes would you like us to respond to that here.
PM – You have told us that you don’t want to engage. The cabinet secretary wrote to David in good faith with
different options.
JC – That response went last night, I don’t know if Kate has read it yet and it would be in appropriate for me
to discuss that now.
PM – Regardless of individual political opinions, a government official deserves a response.
The clock now starts from scratch again, it has reset for consultation.
You’re boxing us in to a corner, it is a dispute. Rather than putting our energies in to a dispute it would be
more progressive to have all parties sit round a table.
JC – We have been consulting already; you asked us not to serve the HR1, which we held off, but we have
always said this is consultation. In response to what you said about Kate, she has contacted David. There have
been options put forward to the company and there have been a lot of data requests through this
consultation and we have done our best to meet them, there has been a lot of good information shared to
help create viable options. Kate sent her letter to David with the appendix you mention, but this is the
consultation and my expectation is that you bring any alternate options here and we explore it.
PM – We will at some point do that but what we were trying to scope out was what was the needs of the
business. We could have put that time in to the proposal, but we have tried to scope where the narrative
should be focussed.
MG – And for the engagement, if we truly have the opportunity for a counter proposal, rather than us making
several proposals and you saying no, we’re not asking you to run different consultations, it’s just a different
part of consultation, so we are all in a room instead of us doing piggy in the middle. We don’t know what
certain things look like because we don’t have stakeholders in the room. It isn’t to undermine this process,
it’s in good faith, an offer, to scope out a viable alternative, which says to us the company is open to a
counter proposal.
PM – We all have different expertise, everyone in the group, working together, rolled in to one, to see what
we can jointly put out at the end. At the end if there’s nothing else viable that can be done then at least we
can say we done it, but to use us as message boys is not making the most of the opportunity in front of us.
DH – On the floor, the workforce is nervous of the HR1 being shared. We are formally asking that this won’t
change the timescales?
JC – No, it doesn’t change them, if the proposal does go ahead then the potential first redundancy date is still
December 21.
DH – Can you communicate that to the workforce?

JC – Yes, I was going to do that.
PM – Perception is reality to people and a large portion of the workforce will think that serving the HR1
means that the site is closing in 45 days. I think it needs to be communicated from the employer and it
should go out quickly because people will have a huge amount of anxiety about this. It is well know we have
been trying to formulate alternatives, so with the company serving that today combined with not engaging
with the action group, it doesn’t look good.
JC – I understand, and I will make it clear.
PM – Not with a leaflet, I think you need to talk to the staff.
JC– Anything else?
PM – What do you propose going forward?
JC – Nothing has changed. You have asked for more information; we’ll provide that next week. You may come
with options.
TB – Instead of meeting next week can we postpone to the following week and allow the team the time to
work together to come up with alternate options?
JC – Yes, that is a reasonable request, let’s move the next meeting to the following week.
Group discussions on when consultations should resume. Group agree to return to Tuesdays at 10am with
the next consultation scheduled for 29th June.
Meeting closed 12am.

Questions/Actions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How much advance notice do we have of Retailer Brand Product contracts coming up for tender?
What were the actual NPD products launched in each site over the last five years?
Do we own High Wycombe or is it leased?
Have we considered a partnership with Universities for new product development?
How much volume and what type of products are co-packed in Grange?
What are the Agency numbers used per site and how many current vacancies do we have?
Can we have the cost per ton for each site for the last five years?
Can you explain the specific reasons why you won’t share the costs and benefit information?
What are the acceptable incremental steps required on a utilisation journey and if 80% is the target
what is an acceptable level?
Has the company carried out a quality impact assessment which looks at how the proposal would
impact people with disabilities and the local community?
What does the business need in a counter proposal?

Post meeting requests

